Bruno Panasiewicz (they/them)
⌷ Kraków, Poland (willing to move)
⌷ uakci@uakci.pl
⌷ +48 793 832 659

⌷ list of public projects: uakci.pl

deal
⌷ CS autodidact with 10+ years of diverse experience
⌷ one-man-band full-stack development
⌷ speaks English with native-level fluency; enjoys social, public-facing work
⌷ decent knowledge of algorithms and patterns – in theory and in practice
⌷ good problem solver and researcher, eager to cooperate and communicate
technologies
⌷ spent over 7 years using Linux on the daily (Ubuntu, Arch, NixOS)
⌷ familiar with coreutils, bash, git, ssh…; performer of vim, sed, jq wizardry
⌷ web technologies (HTML/CSS/JS, 5 years), basic networking (DNS, routing)
achievements
⌷ managed an end-all-be-all Linux box for 4 years, coming to host 30 different
services on systemd + nginx + Docker + Drone CI. (no, kubernetes is not the solution)
⌷ codified the above mess in a ~700 LOC nix config, including a DNS server
⌷ built a complete “collaborative dictionary” web app clocking in at 1,500 LOC
featuring a bespoke frontend UI and API backend with auth and spaghetti code
programming langs
⌷ currently productive in Node.js (4 years), Go (2 years)
⌷ had contact with C++, Java, Scala, Clojure, Python, Scheme, etc., in the past
⌷ comfy with functional and declarative programming
⌷ quickly adapts to new PLs. also learning Rust at the moment
education
⌷ graduated music high school with exceptional marks in English and IT
⌷ excels in undergraduate-level mathematics
⌷ loves languages (snappy Lojban, crappy Japanese) and composing music
make me do this:
⌷ work remotely at first (as a trial), then move to Canada or Northern England
⌷ solve open-ended tasks and problems, from design to implementation
⌷ manage the backend, the frontend, the infrastructure, or a little bit of each
⌷ learn new and fun languages/technologies/frameworks/paradigms!
⌷ get to talk to and collude with people who are passionate about their job
⌷ write documentation or anything else that requires plenty of wordsmithing

